Root Operation Word Scramble

Directions: Unscramble the following 31 Medical and Surgical Root Operations. Copy the letters in the numbered cells to the cells at the end of the puzzle with the same number to reveal the phrase.

TESFRRAN
THDATCENME
TAGFIETONMA RN
PAM
CIRRENSITTO
SIRNIVEO
SAEREEL
RARPEI
FUNSIO
SOXCEIN
SOTLANNANRAPIT
GAADEIRN
NICNETS IPO
BYSSAP
NONEITISR
INSDOIVI
TROCLNO
Root Operation Word Scramble, Continued

TIRNATLEAO
ODECITNRTUS
TOPSIRNIEO
NIAXETTIORP
SUOCOLNIC
GAENHC
NEARTIOC
TINRCOESE
CEARTHETMANT
DANOITIL
NEEMERPLAC
RITACNETX
TUPEESMPLN
RALMEVO
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